
22-MAR-2021_drink down the hard bits 

(Angelic message: ) Honey, we’re just going to have to get deeper, because that is where the 

treasures are kept. Mining is what we do best, “Treasures in darkness”. In dark times you mine for 

treasures.  

Let’s go. 

 I have a few to share with you right now.  

Here’s a crystal glass of clear liquid, yet a few things are inside it. They look like tiny blue gems they 

sit inside the cup.  

“Drink up” I say, and with a brave smile you gulp it down, those hard bits were a bit hard to swallow. 

Down it goes and you are then lit up, you are enlightened. Things you didn’t fully understand or 

didn’t understand at all, now are starting to be made clear and are making sense.  

Keep mining—there’s more.  

[Later on: ] 

Hi darling. Take in another. I’ll pop it in your mouth and you swallow it. These will help you to see 

more clearly what is wrong and what is right—not only your perceived sense of rightness that is 

based on your experience and learning. But it’s a new era with some new rules, mostly just do as the 

Master says, and do so right away. That is about the best “right” these days, quick and fast 

obedience to the King, or the river sweeps on past and you didn’t keep up with the spear head 

troupes that carry on whether you are on God’s fast track team or “coming along, but I need more 

time to get used to the taste of the wine first, then I’m sure I’ll be along—in my time.” 

When you seek in prayer, ask for the jewels [to be] passed on, and you’ll get them in prophecy. 

  

(See files: 23-MAR-2021_the humble get stamina & 23-MAR-2021_Pain is gain in My eyes) 

 

 

 


